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On the Multiple Production. of Mesons
G. WATAGHI N

Departarnento de Ffsica, da UnirIersidade de S8o Paulo, Sao Paulo, Brasil
July 6, 1948

S OME years ago we proposed a description of the mul-

tiple creation of mesons by the high energy collisions
of nucleons on the basis of few assumptions. ' Today we
can compare this description with the observations and
supplement it with few a remarks. From the experimental
data we can deduce: (a) The cross section for the meson
production by a primary proton (or by a secondary
nucleon) is ~5&10 ~ cm' per air nucleus (4&(10 ~P cm~

per nucleon), varying only slowly with the energy. (b) In
every collision the incident particle loses a large fraction
of its energy. (c) The multiple production of mesons

(x, p, , neutrettos, etc. ), is a fundamental process charac-
teristic of high energy collisions of two nucleons or two
nuclei. ' The average multiplicity is given by the following

rule: in the center of mass system, the mesons and
the nucleons have, after the collision, kinetic energies
~yc2 10 ev. ' (d) The variation with atmospheric depth
of the number of fast nucleons, producing the local pene-
trating showers, obeys an exponential law. ' If b denotes
the coeScient of absorption of a fast nucleon due to the
creation of mesons, and b* is the average coefficient of
production of fast secondary nucleons, then the intensity
of the flux of fast nucleons as function of the depth x
(in g/cm') is I=ID expL —(b —b~)xj, where (b —b*)=0.01
g/cm'. Measurements of the transition effect4 and of the
saturation point give us directly the value of b (because
locally produced nucleons give rise to showers simultaneous
to the incident nucleon and thus are not registered sepa-
rately). We find b '~50 and (b~) '~100 g/cm'. Thus
primary protons are very rare at sea level, and most of
the fast nucleons at sea level are produced by the mecha-
nism of "cascades of nucleons and meson showers. "

Let us consider the collision of two nucleons in the center
of mass system, and let their energies before the collision be
Epi =Epp&3IIc~. Let Eying be the energies of the nucleons
after the collision, and let n; denote the number of mesons
of mass p; and of average energy ~; created in the collision.
Putting Efi EI~~1.1XMc~ and neglecting the eventual
emission of other particles, we have

Epg+Epg —2.2 XMc~ ='Zn;~; =ne.

Now we assume that the distribution of the momenta of
created rnesons and of nucleons is spherically symmetrical

where a~0.03, b 0.4, and d~1.1. This formula gives the
dependence of n from Ep. In Table I are indicated some
typical values of E~, n and of the average energy of the
mesons E„.' The observations seem to support the correct-
ness of the picture of the meson showers given above.
Indeed, if, e.g. , n~i00, we have n (Ep)& in accord with
the recent results of G. F. Chew, e who derived this relation
from the study of fast mesons made by Gill, Schein, and
Yngve. v LEnergetic mesons are created in showers with
high n.j For primaries, sensitive to the earth s magnetic
field (Ep~10' ev), we obtain plausible values for the E„.
It seems also noteworthy that Schein and Steinberger
obtained remarkable accord between observed and theo-
retical spectrum of mesons starting from assumptions
which, for E„~10'~, are similar to ours. 8 The best proof
can be derived in the following way: let us indicate with
dN=kEI &dEI and dn=k'e 'dc the spectral distributions
of the primary protons and of the p-mesons, respectively.
If the average multiplicity n of a meson shower is pro-
portional to Ep", then, assuming EI ~no (in accord with
our description if n&100), one has r=(s —y)/(s —2).'
Experimentally one finds' y=2.45, from the azimuthal
effect for high energy mesons, and one has s =2.9, from the
meson intensity at great depths. Then, substituting these
values in r, we obtain r=0.5 for high values of Eg, in
accord with our theory.

Let us consider the assemblage of n-created rnesons and
of two nucleons after the collision (in the center of mass
system) at the moment when they still occupy a volume of
linear dimensions l~h/pc. We assume that the interaction
between these particles at this moment is still sufficiently
strong in order to give rise to a statistical distribution of
energy and momenta. Then the most probable distribution
is n;=g;/(exp(a+PE;)%1), where g;=8~l3h~p;~dp; and
other symbols have their usual meaning. From the uncer-
tainty reaction the momenta must be ~h/l, and thus

P '~& pc'. Now, either we assume P '=pc~, or we introduce
a convenient cut-ofI' factor; in both cases we obtain the
properties of the showers specified above. Very similar
calculations can be made in the case of the collision of a
proton with a nucleus of mass number A. We can suppose
that r nucleons (r~& A) suffer simultaneous collision with
the incident proton, the remaining (A —r) nucleons suffer-

ing only a negligible exchange of energy during the collision.

TABLE I. Average multiplicity n and average energy of mesons B are
given in function of the primary energy BI (in ev).

A=i A =r =14
n E~

5.0X10
1 8 X10io
1.3 X10&&
1.3 X10&4
1.9 X20&&

3
12
1.6 X10s
1.6 Xi(P
6 X104

5 X108
9 X10'
8 Xiii
8 Xi&&
3 X10&&

9
27
6 X10~
6X10
2 X1P'

3 Xi'
4 X10s
2 X109
2 X1(PP
8 X10n

and that the average kinetic energy e per particle is yc'.
Performing a Lorentz transformation from the center of
mass system to the terrestrial frame, where one of the
nuclei is at rest and the other has an energy Ez, we obtain:

E„=2''(an2+ bn+d),
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Some results of' these calculations (for r =A = 14) are given
in Table I. The high energy mesons must also be pro-
duced in groups. If BI~10'~ ev, we find multiplicities 10~

mesons, and meson energies ~10's'ev sufFicient to explain
the penetration of mesons at great depths. "
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Non-Rectifying Germanium
W. C. DUNLAP, JR. AND E. F. HENNELLY

Research Laboratory, General Electric Company, Schenectady, ¹mYork
September 3, 1948

ECENTLY germanium of rather unique properties
has been prepared in this laboratory. Most unique

of the properties observed is an almost complete absence
of surface rectification at the germanium-metal contact.
Several ingots of this type were prepared by melting
germanium powder at a pressure of less than 10 ' mm Hg.
The powder was prepared by reduction. of germanium
dioxide in a hydrogen furnace. Ten-point, plane-welded
contact rectifiers were made from one ingot. Their average
rectification ratio for 20 volts and at room temperature was
3.54, At —196'C the average ratio was 1.22. These units
were weakly S-type at room temperature, P-type at
—196'C. Ha11 effect measurements on larger samples
showed that the material was P-type at low temperatures,
reversing to N-type at 70'C. Potential distribution studies
indicated a uniform resistivity of 17.8 ohm cm. The

No H775 GERMANIUN RECTIFIER

0 FOS VOLTAGE, -I96'C
~ NEG VOLTAGE, -ISG'0
CI POS VOLTAGE, 25 C
X NEG VOLTAGE, 25'C

mobility averaged 2890 cm'/volt sec. and the Hall coefti-
cient 514,000 e.m.u.

The room temperature resistivity was increased by 22
percent by application of a magnetic field of 13,750 gauss.
The Hall coeKcient decreased by 29 percent on changing
the magnetic field from 3600 to 13,750 gauss. Resistance of
the point-contact rectifiers increased by about 18 percent
in a field of 13,750 gauss, for both directions of current.
Since this result is almost as large as the magneto-
resistance of the bulk, one is compelled to conclude that
practically all the resistance at the contact was "spreading
resistance, " with little contribution from contact barriers.
The contact resistance averaged 2900 ohms. This is roughly
ten times the forward resistance of X-type units made
from material of comparable resistivity. Thus the "elec-
tric field-sensitive" conductivity studied by Bray, Lark-
Horovitz, and Smith, ' and by Brattain and Bardeens may
not appear in P-type germanium.

Figure 1 illustrates the residual rectification of a typical
non-rectifying unit, No. H775. For small voltages the
rectification was negligible, at both 25'C and —196'C,
but the rectification factor increased to a value of the
order 2 at 20-100 volts. It seems probable that the ob-
served rectification was due to heating and consequent
inhornogeneity in the germanium rather than to a true
rectification between the germanium and the Pt-10 percent
Ru whisker. Pressure contacts utilizing brass, stainless
steel, and dural were found to yield negligible rectification.
A study is now being made of the relation of the above
results to the theory of the contact properties of a P-type
selni-conductor.

A second point of interest is that, in spite of the appar-
ently high degree of homogeneity in this P-type germanium,
the magnetoresistance was large, as was the variation of
Hall coefIicient with magnetic field. Since the magneto-
resistance of the ten test units was determined largely by
a very sma11 region of germanium around the point of
contact, it seems that either the magnetoresistance (and
probably also the variation of Hall coefFicient with field) is
intrinsic (not a result of inhomogeneity) or else the in-
homogeneity is on a scale small compared to the dimensions
of the point contact ( 0.0002 in. ). Although we cannot
decide definitely as yet between these possibilities, a
plausible picture retaining the second hypothesis is that
the inhomogeneity consists of a rather uniform distribution
of sub-microscopic lattice defects, which may also be re-
sponsible for the P-type conduction. Work is continuing to
test these ideas.

i R. Bray, K. Lark-Horovitz, and R. N. Smith, Phys. Rev. 72, 530
(1947).

2 W. H. Brattain and J. Bardeen, Phys. Rev. 74, 231 (1948).
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I'ia. 1. Residual rectification characteristics for a welded contact
rectifier made from "non-rectifying" germanium. At voltages below 10
the rectification ratio is less than 1.5, both at 25 C and —196 C, but
at voltages of the order 50 there is a slight rectification with ratio 2
at both temperatures. "Breakdown" occurs at 25 volts for 25'C, at
125 for -196'C. It is the result of heating at the point of contact.

y-Radiation from Be'
S. DEvoNs AND M. G. N. HINE

UniTjersity of Cambridge, Cambridge, England
August 19, 1948

&HE cross section for the capture of a proton by the
Li~ nucleus, resulting in a state of Be having an

excitation energy of 17 Mev, shows a strong resonance


